Rope Rescue Training at Quincy Quarry

F.Capt. Michael Mahoney, F.Capt. Gerry Mahoney, Paul Mahoney (LEPC), and (Truck 3), the nephew of United States Navy is shown while in transit to duty assignment in the mid-East. Ensign Mahoney is the son of F.Lt. Ron Souza (Engine 7, retired.) and the grandson of standing guard at The Commandant's House USMC Barracks, Washington D.C. 6/1/07. Private Souza is the son of FF Brian Souza, USMC, (Somerville FD, retired.) and the grandson of FF Tom Higgins (Engine 8, group 4,) the grandson of FF Frank Higgins (Engine 8, retired,) and the active duty, deployed to Iraq, the nephew of FF Frank Higgins (Engine 8, group 4,) the grandson of FF Tom Higgins (Engine 8, retired,) and the

Joe Fournier is the son of Cammy Fournier (Headquarters Admin,) the cousin of his Air Force deployment in 1998 and 1999. F.Lt. Fred Ikels (Engine 5, group 3) recently visited Out and About who have gone before us. Memorial Sunday

Department. Firefighter Shea was appointed on 7 August 1977. His assignments were as follows:

Per General Order No. 15, Series of 2007, effective at 0700 hours on 30 April 2007, is retired from the Per General Order No. 13, Series of 2007, effective at 1900 hours on 4 April 2007,

Firefighter Frank A. Beninati, Jr.

Retirements

of Division 1 was the IC. Deputy Fire Chief Edward Mahoney Force, contained and mitigated the ammonium hydroxide (28% solution) spill. The time was 1609 hours on 20 June 2007. There were no injuries.

Level 1 Working Hazardous Materials Incident

of Division 1 was the Incident Commander. Group 4 was on duty.

The Box was transmitted @ 0718 hours, the 2nd @ 0723, and the third alarm @ 0734 hours.

Optimal placement of initially arriving apparatus, quick advancement of attack hoselines, and aggressive search and action by companies this fire.

9 engines, 6 trucks, the Rescue Company, 2 Squads, 4 Line Chief Officers, and multiple staff and support units operated to contain and knock down this fire.

No soldier walks away from mail call empty handed," according to John and Wendy.
There were 1084 emergency incidents in May, which generated 2638 emergency responses. There were 7 building fires, 54 inside fires, and 80 fires of...

Jonathan (Truck 2, group 4) and wife, Isabella Jade Burke, were married on 25 June 2007, Squad 2 finished with 257 response calls, the Burke family...

In addition to structured Training Division drills, fire companies drill continually in fire suppression and safety skills. Engine 3 and Truck 2 are...

On 14 June, companies participated in a full-scale, hands on anti-terrorism radiation exercise at Logan Airport. Ladder 1 and Rescue 1, with...

More odds and ends...
North Cambridge.

17 February 1974.


The Chief of Department regrets to announce the death of Fire Lieutenant Harold J. Travers. Fire Lieutenant Arthur Souza.

Firefighter Souza retired on 13 April 1993. He was born on 19 July 1936 and was a veteran. He died on 27 April 2007.

1972.

Firefighter Robert P. Souza of Engine Company #6 - retired. Firefighter Souza was appointed to the Cambridge Fire Department on 14 February 1943 and assigned to Engine Company #6.

Signal 10-15. The box was 4-284.

21 July 2007 will be the 30 year anniversary of the Four Alarm Fire at 85 Bishop Allen Drive, the Fire Incident Ticket.

The pictures below show the aftermath of the fire at 1248 Cambridge Street, corner of Prospect Street, in January of 1968. In issue #42 of the Company Journal, Maria Pavidis wrote a moving letter in regards to this fire. Three persons perished in the fire.

The annual convention of the International Fire Buffs Association (IFBA) Convention.

Condolences to FF John McGovern. John was a member of the O.W.L Fire Company.

FF William Sullivan (Truck 1, group 4) on the death of his mother-in-law.

Wednesday, June 20, 2007 - Updated: 08:16 AM EST

Boston Herald Columnist Joe Fitzgerald.

There was a total of 2094 Box Alarms during the year.

In the year 1977, there were 21 multiple alarm fires. These included: K Kendall Square (built in 1894.) This is in keeping with a proper fire response system that coordinates with the East Cambridge Fire Department.

The following text is taken from Chief Cremins’s Annual Report message of 1977/1978:

The nine who died in Charleston understood that, as the six who died in Worcester understood it, too, back in 1999.

The lesson Richie learned was just a reaffirmation of what Chief Croker pointed out, that you do not have to die, or even stare death in the face, to become a hero.

'The lesson Richie learned was just a reaffirmation of what Chief Croker pointed out, that you do not have to die, or even stare death in the face, to become a hero.'

'Well, two weeks later Paul was dead, one of three from Engine 32 who died at the Vendome. As I went through the line at his wake, Mary asked, 'Do you think they knew that Paul was there?'

'Well, two weeks later Paul was dead, one of three from Engine 32 who died at the Vendome. As I went through the line at his wake, Mary asked, 'Do you think they knew that Paul was there?'

'Well, two weeks later Paul was dead, one of three from Engine 32 who died at the Vendome. As I went through the line at his wake, Mary asked, 'Do you think they knew that Paul was there?'

memorial, where they encounter sobering quotes inscribed upon the wall:

Those neighbors were an embarrassment to the city.

wrenching than 343 New York jakes succumbing together in 2001, because every loss is profoundly personal to loved ones left behind.

'ninety two alarms during the month of July,'

warehouse conflagration Monday night.

'Remember the men and women serving in our armed services throughout the world.'

'remember the men and women serving in our armed services throughout the world.'

'remember the men and women serving in our armed services throughout the world.'

REMEMBER THE MEN AND WOMEN SERVING IN OUR ARMED SERVICES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.